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researchers at Harvard
University, can print multiple
different types of materials in a
single print run, giving life to
some previously difficult to
manufacture "smart materials."
As a demonstration, the
researchers printed an electronic
circuit, neural tissue, even some
liquid metal. The new printer is a
smart device that relies on
thermocapillary convection, a
phenomenon in which a fluid in
a pipe moving through hot or
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cold fluid converts heat energy
into mechanical energy to move
material through a bath or
printer. "This is a new, additive
approach to mass printing in a
robust, versatile and
straightforward manner," study
co-author Aude Rebuffe, a
postdoctoral fellow in Harvard's
Wyss Institute for Biologically
Inspired Engineering, said in a
statement. "Using
thermocapillary forces, we are
able to control each layer of
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material printing, resulting in a
3D printed object that has the
true potential of being the
evolution of additive
manufacturing." The printer,
which works with a wide variety
of materials, is a compact, low-
cost device that can be used
anywhere with a regular power
outlet and can be built into
mobile devices. The researchers
focused their development on
traditional bioprinting
approaches that deliver materials
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one at a time, including extrusion
printing, inkjet and microfluidic
techniques. In comparison, their
new printer architecture allows
the researchers to control the
deposition of each layer of a 3D
structure, making it possible to
completely print objects that are
difficult to manufacture using
traditional methods. Using
thermocapillary techniques, the
researchers were able to print
structures such as neural tissue,
microscale fluidic networks and
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metals. "With thermocapillary
printing of neural tissue, it was
possible to print neural cells
encapsulated in a hydrogel and
then induce their differentiation
into fully mature neurons by
controlling the printing and post-
processing of the neurons, as
well as monitoring their function
by detecting the
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Woo Yuen Yuen Woo () was a
Hong Kong film actor. He was
born in Hong Kong and died in

Hong Kong. He first appeared in
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1953's Cheung Mei-yueh. He is
known for his roles in films that

were shown at Happy Valley
Racecourse: Tai Tau Sun (1955),
Three Dancers (1955), and The
House That Never Dies (1958).
He had been called "Hong Kong

Jackie Chan". Filmography
Works and publications 旺曠景 湖畔
杜樹美 原案演唱宣言 (poem), Happy
Valley Racecourse, 1958 Yuen

Yuen Woo 湖畔舞蹈 夢異之�
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